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BINARY PCM/FM
Tradeoffs Between Spectral Occupancy and Bit Error Probability

Eugene L. Law
NAWCWPNS

Point Mugu, CA 93042

ABSTRACT

The bit rates of telemetry systems are increasing rapidly. Higher bit rates occupy more
spectra and result in decreased link margin. The major signal parameters that affect
the spectral occupancy and bit error probability (BEP) of binary pulse code
modulation (PCM)/frequency modulation (FM) signals are the bit rate, code,
premodulation filter, and peak deviation. The measured spectral occupancy is also
affected by the spectrum analyzer (or other measurement equipment) settings.
Additional parameters that affect the BEP include the receiver intermediate frequency
(IF) filter, the FM demodulator, and the bit detector. This paper will present the
effects of these parameters on the measured 99% and -60 dBc bandwidths and the
BEP of binary PCM/FM telemetry signals. Normalized BEP and bandwidth curves
will be presented.
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NRZ-L PCM/FM BIT ERROR PROBABILITY

Non-return-to-zero level (NRZ-L) is the code most frequently used in PCM/FM1

transmitting systems. Figure 1 shows the bit errors per million bits versus normalized
peak deviation for a 1 Mb/s NRZ-L PCM/FM signal. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
in a bandwidth equal to the bit rate was 11 dB (E /N = 11 dB). Data were taken withb o

receiver intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidths of nominally 1 MHz (1M in graph)
and 1.5 MHz (1.5M) and 4-pole Bessel premodulation filters with bandwidths of
0.5 MHz (.5) and 0.7 MHz (.7). Bit errors were also measured with no premodulation
filter (N). The FM demodulator consisted of a limiter followed by a delay line
discriminator. A filter and sample bit detector was used for these tests. The fewest
number of bit errors were measured with a peak deviation of 0.35 times the bit rate



(f ), no premodulation filter and an IF filterb

bandwidth equal to the bit rate (1MN). The
lowest number of bit errors with a
premodulation filter bandwidth of 0.7 fb

occurred with a peak deviation of 0.35 fb

and an IF bandwidth equal to the bit rate
(1M.7). The lowest number of bit errors
with a premodulation filter bandwidth
equal to the 0.5 f occurred with a peakb

deviation of 0.4 f and an IF bandwidthb

equal to the bit rate (1M.5). A
premodulation filter bandwidth of 0.7 fb

caused a small increase in bit errors at a
peak deviation equal to 0.35 f when compared to the number of bit errors with nob

premodulation filtering. Lower peak deviations were affected more by premodulation
filtering than were larger peak deviations.

Figure 2 shows the IF SNRs in a bandwidth equal to the bit rate required to achieve a
BEP of 10 . The lowest SNR, and therefore the best performance, occurs at a peak-4

deviation of 0.35 f . Figure 2 can be used to predict the degradation in dB caused byb

various combinations of peak deviation, premodulation filter bandwidth, and IF
bandwidth. For example, the use of a 1.5 MHz IF bandwidth instead of a 1 MHz IF
bandwidth degrades the signal quality by approximately 1 dB. The data presented in
this paper do not include effects caused by errors in the frequency of the transmitter or
receiver. Figure 3 shows the bit errors per million bits for NRZ-L PCM/FM with an
E /N of 13 dB. The effect of the premodulation and IF filters are the same in figure 3b 0

as in figure 1. The operational E /N is determined by the transmitter power,b 0

transmitting and receiving antenna gains, receiving system noise temperature, and the
distance between the transmitter and receiver.



Figure 4 shows the E /N required to achieve a bit error probability (BEP) of 10 forb 0
-4

three different bit rates. The premodulation filter bandwidth was equal to 0.7 f , the IFb

bandwidths were 1 MHz and 1.5 MHz, and the bit rates were 1, 1.25, and 1.5 Mb/s
(the bit rate is shown by the value after the M in the legend). The lowest SNRs were
required for IF bandwidths equal to the bit rate and peak deviations of 0.35 f . Theb

highest SNRs were required for bit rates of 1.5 times the IF bandwidth. For a bit rate
of 1.25 Mb/s, the 1.5 MHz IF bandwidth performed better than the 1.0 MHz IF
bandwidth.

Figure 5 shows the bandpass filter gain characteristics for the two bandpass filters
used in these tests. The open squares represent the 1 MHz bandwidth filter and the +'s
represent the 1.5 MHz bandwidth filter. The equivalent noise power bandwidths were
approximately 1.08 MHz and 1.56 MHz for the 1 MHz and 1.5 MHz bandwidths,
respectively.

NRZ PCM/FM RF SPECTRA

The power spectrum of a random 1 megabit per second (Mb/s) NRZ PCM/FM signal
with a peak deviation of 350 kHz is shown in figure 6. The premodulation filter was a
4-pole linear phase filter with a -3 dB bandwidth of 700 kHz. Actually, figure 6 is the
result of overlaying the power spectra measured with two different sets of spectrum
analyzer settings. These two spectra are virtually identical. For one of the spectral
measurements, the spectrum analyzer was set to a resolution bandwidth of 10 kHz, a
video bandwidth of 1 kHz, and max hold detector as specified in the 1993 edition of
the Telemetry Standards . For the other spectral measurement, the spectrum analyzer1

was set to a resolution bandwidth of 30 kHz, a video bandwidth of 1 kHz, and average
detector. The result of the use of the second set of conditions is the average power
spectrum referenced to a 30 kHz bandwidth. Measured power levels for random
signals are directly proportional to the measurement bandwidth, ie, the continuous
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portion of the spectrum will be 10 dB larger with a 30 kHz bandwidth than with a
3 kHz bandwidth. Therefore, the data in figure 6 shows that the spectrum with the
conditions of reference 1 results in a power spectrum that is approximately 5 dB larger
than the average power spectrum referenced to a 10 kHz bandwidth.

A very different spectrum is generated if the resolution and video bandwidths are left
at their default values for a 6 MHz span, 100 and 300 kHz, respectively, for the
Hewlett-Packard 8566B spectrum analyzer used during these tests. This spectrum is
shown in figure 7 (max hold was on for this data). The use of these conditions results
in a bandwidth that is approximately 30% wider than the bandwidth with the
conditions of reference 1 when measured at a level 60 dB below the unmodulated
carrier power. The spectral shape in figure 7 is also significantly different from the
spectral shape in figure 6. One reason for this difference is that long strings of
consecutive 1's or 0's cause the modulated signal to be at a fixed frequency for enough
time for the spectrum analyzer filters and max hold detector to respond to the fixed
frequency. This detector response results in the "Batman ears" at the edges of the
central portion of the spectrum in figure 7.

The power spectrum (dBc) of an unfiltered, random NRZ PCM/FM signal can be
calculated using the following equation derived by M. G. Pelchat (spectrum analyzer2

bandwidth added to Pelchat's expression). The effects of premodulation filtering can
be approximated using the techniques of references 3 and 4.



where:
S(f) = power spectrum (dBc) at frequency f
B = spectrum analyzer resolution bandwidthSA

f = bit rateb

D = 2)f/fb

X = 2(f-f )/fc b

)f = peak deviation
f = carrier frequency.c

Q = quantity related to narrow band spectral peaking when D . 1, 2, 3, þ
Q . 0.99 for RBW = 0.003 f , Q . 0.9 for RBW = 0.03 fb b

Equation (1) is not valid when D is an integer . Narrow band spectral peaking2

degrades the validity of my spectrum analyzer bandwidth modification to Pelchat's
equation when *cosBD* > Q. Equation (1) shows that S(f) is inversely proportional to
the bit rate and directly proportional to the spectrum analyzer resolution bandwidth
(for any given values of X and D). The frequencies of the spectral nulls (see figures 6
and 8) can be calculated by setting S(f) equal to zero and solving for f. The first nulls
are at frequencies equal to f - )f away from the center frequency (assumes peakb

deviation less than bit rate).

Figure 8 shows the spectrum calculated
using equation (1) with B = 30 kHzSA

overlaid with the measured spectrum for
the following parameters: bit rate =
1 Mb/s, peak deviation = 350 kHz, no
premodulation filter, spectrum analyzer
resolution bandwidth = 10 kHz, video
bandwidth = 1 kHz, and max hold. The
measured values were increased by 1.7 dB
to compensate for the spectrum analyzer
error in measuring the power levels of
random signals. The agreement is
excellent.

Many modern spectrum analyzers can easily find the bandwidth that contains N% of
the total power. Textbooks typically present the 99% power bandwidth for various
signals. The 99% power bandwidth is the frequency band where 0.5% of the power is
below the lower band limit and 0.5% is above the higher band limit. Figure 9 presents
the 99% power bandwidth of NRZ PCM/FM for several peak deviations and for
premodulation filter bandwidths of 0.5 f , 0.7 f , and no filter. NRZ PCM/FM with ab b

peak deviation equal to 0.25 f and no premodulation filter is also known as minimumb



shift keying (MSK). Note that the 99%
bandwidth of NRZ PCM/FM with a peak
deviation of 0.35 f and a premodulationb

filter bandwidth equal to 0.7 f is nearlyb

equal to the 99% bandwidth of MSK.
Four-pole Bessel filters were used for this
study but the results are similar for other
filter types and numbers of poles. With
premodulation filtering, the 99%
bandwidth increases significantly when
the peak deviation is increased above 0.35
f . The 99% bandwidth is not affectedb

significantly by changes in the spectrum
analyzer settings.

Figures 10, 11, and 12 present NRZ PCM/FM spectra with peak deviations of 0.3,
0.35, and 0.4 f , respectively. The figures include measured spectra with four-poleb

Bessel premodulation filter bandwidths of 0.5 and 0.7 f and calculated spectra withb

no premodulation filtering. The darkest lines show the spectra with a filter bandwidth
equal to 0.7 f . The x-axis is normalized in units of the bit rate. The y-axis isb

normalized in dB below the unmodulated carrier. The term Z equals 0 for a bit rate of
1 Mb/s, -7 for a bit rate of 5 Mb/s, etc. Figures 13, 14, and 15 plot the normalized
-60 dBc bandwidth versus bit rate for several different peak deviations and
premodulation filters. The premodulation filters for figures 13 and 14 were four-pole
Bessel low pass filters with -3 dB bandwidths of 0.7 and 0.5 f , respectively. Theb

bandwidths are somewhat narrower with a premodulation filter bandwidth of 0.5 fb

than with a bandwidth of 0.7 f . This data also shows that the bandwidths areb

significantly wider for peak deviations above 0.35 f . A one-pole RC filter with ab

-3 dB bandwidth of 0.7 f was used for figure 15. The -60 dBc bandwidths areb

significantly wider with a one-pole filter than with a 4-pole filter.

BI-PHASE-LEVEL PCM/FM

The bi-phase (BIN) signal (also called Manchester) is frequently used when1

guaranteed transitions or DC-free signals are required. The maximum time between
transitions for BIN signals is one bit. Figure 16 presents the E /N required to achieveb 0

a BEP of 10 for various peak deviations. The IF bandwidths were 1 MHz (1M) and-4

1.5 MHz (1.5M). The bit rates were 0.5 Mb/s (.5) and 0.75 Mb/s (.75). The
premodulation filter bandwidth was 1.4 f . The data in figure 16 show that theb

optimum IF bandwidth is approximately 2 f and the optimum peak deviation isb
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approximately 0.65 f for BIN-levelb

PCM/FM. These results agree well with
the work of Tan, Tjhung, and Singh .5

Comparing figure 16 to figure 2, we see
that BIN-level PCM/FM requires
approximately a 3 dB larger E /N tob 0

achieve the same BEP.

The following equation for calculating the
power spectral density of an unfiltered
random BIN PCM/FM signal is based on a
paper by Tey and Tjhung .6

where:
S(f) = power spectrum (dBc) at frequency f
B = spectrum analyzer resolution bandwidthSA

f = bit rateb

D = 2)f/fb

X = 2(f-f )/fc b

)f = peak deviation
f = carrier frequency.c

* = Dirac delta function = 0 when X … 2nf ;b

 = 1 when X = 2nf .b

The first term of equation (2) generates the continuous portion of the spectrum. The
second term of equation (2) generates the discrete (spectral spikes) portion of the
spectrum. The power in these spikes is determined by the value of D and by the
premodulation filter characteristics.

The measured and calculated power spectral densities for an unfiltered random 500
kb/s BIN PCM/FM signal with a peak deviation of 325 kHz are overlaid in figure 17.
The agreement is excellent. The continuous portion of the calculated spectrum was
increased by 1.7 dB to compensate for the spectrum analyzer error in measuring the
power levels of random signals. Note the discrete spectral components at multiples of
the bit rate. The 99% power bandwidth for the signal in figure 17 was 3.97 f . Theb



frequencies of the spectral nulls can be calculated from equation (2) by setting S(f)
equal to zero and solving for f. The first nulls are twice the bit rate minus the peak
deviation away from the center frequency. Figure 18 presents the spectrum of a
filtered random 500 kb/s BIN-level PCM/FM signal with a peak deviation of 325 kHz.
The premodulation filter was a 4-pole linear phase filter with a -3 dB bandwidth equal
to 700 kHz. The 99% power bandwidth for the signal in figure 18 was 2.26 f . Theb

-60 dBc bandwidth is frequently determined by the spectral spikes.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The optimum peak deviation and bandwidth for NRZ PCM/FM are approximately
0.35 and 1 times the bit rate, respectively.

2. The optimum peak deviation and bandwidth for BIN PCM/FM are approximately
0.65 and 2 times the bit rate, respectively.

3. Optimum NRZ PCM/FM requires a 3 dB lower E /N than does optimum BINb 0

PCM/FM.

4. Optimum NRZ PCM/FM occupies approximately one-half as much RF spectrum
as does optimum BIN PCM/FM.

5. The 99% and -60 dBc bandwidths of filtered NRZ PCM/FM signals increase
rapidly for peak deviations greater than 0.35 times the bit rate.

6. The -60 dBc bandwidth of NRZ PCM/FM with a 1-pole premodulation filter is
significantly wider than the -60 dBc bandwidth with a 4-pole premodulation filter
(assuming -3 dB bandwidths are equal).



7. Premodulation filtering causes more degradation to NRZ PCM/FM BEPs when the
peak deviations are small than when the peak deviations are large.

8. The peak deviation of a PCM/FM signal can be accurately estimated using the
locations of the spectral nulls.
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